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Lebanon swiftly dismissed the scenario, stressing
that it never buys crude oil because it does not have
refineries, and adding that it had not received any
docking requests from the tanker. Iran said Monday it
had “sold the oil” aboard the tanker and that the owner
will decide the destination.

It did not identify the buyer or say whether the oil
had been sold before or after the tanker’s detention in
the Strait of Gibraltar. It also said it could not name the
actual destination due to “economic terrorism” by the
United States and its sanctions on Iran’s oil sales. In
July, Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
impounded a British-flagged tanker in strategic Gulf

waters. Britain called it a tit-for-tat move but Tehran
denied any connection.

The Adrian Darya 1 set sail  for the eastern
Mediterranean three days after it was released.
According to maritime traffic monitoring websites, the
huge tanker has changed direction multiple times, fol-
lowing no apparent logic. The specialized
TankerTrackers social media account noted Friday
after the vessel listed Iskenderun as its destination that
little could be read into it.

“Consider this just a record update rather than any-
thing substantial. We believe a transfer is still a few
days away. Turkey will not import this oil,” it said. It
earlier described it as “aimlessly moseying around the
Med”. Tensions between arch-enemies Iran and the US
have soared ever since Washington stepped up its
campaign of “maximum pressure” against Tehran and
reimposed sanctions after leaving the landmark 2015
nuclear deal last year. Syria, which has ports on the
Mediterranean, is also under a raft of US and European
sanctions over its eight-year-old conflict. —Agencies
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and bad weather to check their names on the list.
Only those who can demonstrate they or their fore-
bears were in India before 1971 could be included in
the list. But navigating the complex process is a huge
challenge for many in a flood-prone poor region of
high illiteracy where many lack documentation. Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Hindu-nationalist
Bharatiya Janata Party runs Assam, and critics say the
NRC process reflects the BJP’s goal to serve only its
co-religionists.

In January India’s lower house passed legislation that
would grant citizenship to people who moved to India
as recently as six years ago-as long as they are not
Muslims. This has stoked fears among India’s 170-mil-
lion Muslim minority for their future.

Home Minister Amit Shah, Modi’s right-hand-man,
has called for the ejection of “termites” and said before
the BJP’s thumping re-election victory in May that it
would “run a countrywide campaign to send back the
infiltrators”. Those left off the NRC have 120 days to
appeal at special Foreigners Tribunals, which the gov-
ernment says are being expanded in number.

But activists say that tribunal members are often
underqualified and are subject to “performance” tar-
gets, and that the process has been riddled with incon-
sistencies and errors. Instances of people being
declared foreigners because of clerical errors, such as
differences in the spelling of names, are “appallingly

common”, Amnesty International said yesterday.
Local lawmaker Ananta Kumar Malo, whose name

was missing from the list, said he was appalled by the
process. “There are some problems with the system,
otherwise how can they exclude my name?” he said.
The number of mistakes and the fact that those left off
the NRC were expected to include large numbers of
Bengali-speaking Hindus has also turned some in the
BJP against the process. With many “genuine Indians”
left off, the party is mulling a “fresh strategy on how we
can drive out the illegal migrants”, said Himanta Biswa
Sarma, a local BJP minister.

Camps and suicides 
Those rejected by the tribunals who have exhausted

all other legal avenues can be declared foreigners and-in
theory-be placed in one of six detention centers with a
view to possible deportation, although Bangladesh is yet
to signal its cooperation. Ten new such camps have been
announced. One with space for 3,000 is being construct-
ed in Goalpara, west of Assam’s biggest city Guwahati.

The camps currently hold 1,135 people, according to
the state government, and have been operating for
years. Nur Mohammad, 65, spent almost 10 years in
one such camp until a Supreme Court order saw him
released this month.

“I was born here and lived in Assam all my life,” he
said this week. “I don’t know if my name will be in the
NRC or not.” Media reports say there have been
more than 40 suicides caused by concern over the
NRC. Samujjal Bhattacharya from the All Assam
Students’ Union (AASU), a key driver behind the
NRC, said the register was necessary to protect
Assam’s indigenous “sons of the soil”. “We are not
ready to live here like a second-class citizens in our
own motherland,” he said. — AFP
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funds were the remainder of the equivalent of $25 million
that he had received from the Saudi crown prince.  “My office
manager... received a call from the office of Saudi Crown
Prince Mohamed bin Salman saying he has a ‘message’ that
will be sent on a private jet,” Bashir told the court.

“We were told that the crown prince did not want his
name to appear (linked to the transaction)... and if the funds
were deposited with Sudan’s bank or the finance ministry, the
source would have to be identified,” he said.  Dozens of
Bashir’s relatives attended yesterday’s session, chanting
“Allahu Akbar (God is Greatest)” as he entered the court-
room pointing his index finger to the sky.

Bashir failed to specify when the funds were received but
said they “were not used for private interests but as dona-
tions”. The funds were used to support individuals and enti-
ties including wheat import companies, a university and a
hospital, he said. Sudanese law punishes illegal acquisition of
wealth by up to 10 years in jail while illicit use of foreign funds
carries up to three years, according to judge Abdelrahman.
Bashir’s defense lawyers insisted their client was “not guilty”
and said witnesses would be brought to court. “We have wit-
nesses, proof and documents that we will present to court to
refute these charges,” said lawyer Ahmed Ibrahim Al-Taher. 

An investigator had previously told the court that Bashir
received $90 million in cash from Saudi royals including pay-
ments of $35 million and $30 million from Saudi King
Abdullah, who died in 2015.  After two-and-a-half hours, the
judge ordered that the trial be adjourned until September 7.
He was escorted to and from the Khartoum courthouse by a
convoy of military vehicles, as dozens of his supporters were
gathered outside waving Sudanese flags. 

Following his ouster, Bashir was transferred to the capital’s
maximum-security Kober prison, where thousands of politi-
cal prisoners were held during his 30 years in power.   Sudan
has embarked on a transition to civilian rule following a pow-
er-sharing deal signed on August 17 by protest leaders and
the generals who ousted Bashir. A civilian-military ruling
body is now at the helm to steer the country through a three-
year transitional period. Protesters have called for Bashir to
face justice not just over corruption but for his role in the
country’s deadly conflicts as well as repression of dissent. 

Bashir is wanted by the Hague-based International
Criminal Court over his role in mass killings in the western
region of Darfur. More than 300,000 people were killed and
2.5 million displaced in the conflict which erupted in 2003,
according to the United Nations. 

“Now is the time for the people of Sudan to choose
law over impunity and ensure that the ICC suspects in
the Darfur situation finally face justice in a court of
law,” ICC prosecutor Fatou Bensouda told the UN
Security Council in June. Sudan’s prosecutor general
has said Bashir would also be charged over the killings
during the anti-regime protests which eventually led to
his ouster.  — AFP 
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“Our goal is to create a market in Syria and take
part in big construction projects,” said Mohamed
Hamad Awad Al-Karim, Business Development
Manager at Dubai-based Al-Shamsi, a supplier of
ceramic products. A representative of Arabtec
declined to comment when approached by Reuters in
Damascus and its head office did not respond to an
emailed request.

The head of the UAE Federation of Chambers of
Commerce who led the delegation to Damascus was
unavailable for comment. In a statement, the fair’s
organizers said 26 UAE-based companies had stands
at the fair. A UAE trade delegation document with the
logo of the Abu Dhabi Chamber of Commerce,
obtained by Reuters, listed at least 42 delegates.

Washington has been lobbying Gulf states including
the UAE to hold off restoring ties with Syria, sources
told Reuters earlier this year. “I am not happy to see a
delegation of Emirati businessmen in Damascus to take
part in a conference organized by the butcher regime
of Bashar, whose hand is stained with the blood of the
Syrian people,” Emirati political scientist Abdulkhaleq
Abdulla wrote on Twitter on Thursday. — Reuters 

UAE firms scout
trade at Syria fair...

JACKSONVILLE. FL: Hurricane Dorian spun west
yesterday, putting Georgia and the Carolinas in the path
of a possible landfall as well as Florida, where some
beaches were all but deserted on the holiday weekend
as visitors braced for the dangerous category 4 storm.

The Miami-based National Hurricane Center said
there had been a “notable change” since Friday night,
with the latest forecasts showing the eye of the storm
could veer north and stay out at sea.

But it warned that its course remained unpre-
dictable. Dorian still poses a threat to millions of peo-
ple, as well as holiday attractions such as Walt Disney
World, the NASA launchpads along the Space Coast,
and even President Donald Trump’s Mar-a-Lago
resort in Palm Beach.

The NHC said Dorian was packing maximum sus-
tained winds of 150 mph (240 kph) and was expected
to pass north of the southeastern and central Bahamas
today and be near Florida’s east coast late Monday
through Tuesday. Of immediate concern were Bahamas
tourist hotspots Great Abaco and Grand Bahamas,
where up to two days of hurricane-force winds were
set to start today as Dorian slowed to a 2 mph (3.2
kph) crawl.

“This is a very dangerous situation for the
Bahamas,” NHC Director Ken Graham said in a
Facebook Live video. After so much focus on a possi-

ble Florida landfall, Graham said other southeast US
states now had to be on alert.

“Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina have
got to pay attention as well,” he said. The governors of
Florida, Georgia and North Carolina have all declared
states of emergency. On Florida’s east coast, popular
surfing spot Cocoa Beach was quiet as tourists stayed
away, while locals worked on putting up hurri-
caneshutters and buying supplies ranging from water
to power generators.

“It’s pretty slow, there’s not many people on the
beach,” said Alex Hendricks, a saleswoman at the
Cocoa Beach Surf Company. In the Bahamas, most
tourists who planned to leave had already gone after
Freeport’s international airport was scheduled to shut
down at 10 p.m. on Friday.

The NHC urged Florida residents to remain on alert.
“It should be noted that the new forecast track does not
preclude Dorian making landfall on the Florida coast, as
large portions of the coast remain in the track cone of
uncertainty,” the center cautioned yesterday.

Trump said South Carolina, North Carolina and
Georgia could all be hit harder by the storm than had
been previously expected. “It’s moving around and very
hard to predict, except that it is one of the biggest and
strongest (and really wide) that we have seen in
decades. Be safe!” Trump wrote on Twitter.  — Reuters

Dorian shifts; Georgia, Florida 
and Carolinas in the path 

FORT PIERCE, Florida: Rain clouds move toward the shore as Hurricane Dorian churns off the coast yesterday near
Fort Pierce, Florida. — AFP

WASHINGTON: Photographs snapped by a shoebox-
sized probe that explored the near-Earth asteroid
Ryugu offer new clues about its composition, insights
that are expected to help scientists understand the for-
mation of our solar system. The German-French Mobile
Asteroid Surface Scout (MASCOT) was dropped off by
Japan’s Hayabusa2 spacecraft on October 3, 2018, free-
falling from a height of 41 meters (135 feet) for six min-
utes before it hit the surface.

It then bounced a couple of times-reaching a height
of 17 meters on the first bounce-before coming to rest.
Ryugu is just 900 meters wide and so its gravity is
66,500 times weaker than Earth’s. Had MASCOT been
equipped with wheels, its forward motion would have
launched it back into space.

Instead, it hopped around the surface using the
tiny amount of momentum generated by a metal
swing arm attached to its boxy body, which weighed
10 kilograms (22 pounds). 

In addition to taking temperature readings and other
measurements, MASCOT sent back a series of pictures
showing the asteroid is covered with two types of rocks
and boulders: dark and rough ones with crumbly sur-
faces resembling cauliflowers, and bright and smooth
ones. “The interesting thing there is, it really shows that
Ryugu is the product of some kind of violent process,”
Ralf Jaumann of the German Aerospace Center told AFP.
He is the lead author of a paper describing the findings,
published Thursday in the journal Science.

Ryugu may be the “child” of two parent bodies that
collided, broke up and were then pulled back together
by gravity, the researchers say. Alternatively, it could
have been struck by another body that created different
interior temperature and pressure conditions, creating
the two types of material.

Many of the rocks contain small blue and red “inclu-
sions”-material  trapped in the rock during its forma-
tion-much like a type of rare, primordial meteorites
found on Earth called carbonaceous chondrites. “This
material is primitive material-it’s the very first material
of the solar nebula,” or the cloud of interstellar dust and
gas that formed the planets of our system, said Jaumann.

Hayabusa2, which set off from Earth in 2014 and
itself touched down twice on the asteroid’s surface,
most recently in July, will arrive home next year carry-
ing samples for analysis in the lab. MASCOT’s obser-
vations provide, for the first time, information on the
material’s original geologic context, including how it is
exposed to temperature changes and how it is “weath-
ered” in space.

“We don’t know how planets formed in the begin-
ning,” said Jaumann. “And in order to understand this,
(we must) go to the small bodies, these primitive bod-
ies, primordial in their history in their evolution, in
order to understand the first 10 to 100 million years of
planetary formation.”

MASCOT also presented scientists with a new mys-
tery: its lack of fine particles, or interplanetary dust,
which would normally accumulate through millions of
years of space weathering. The paper offered theories
but no definitive conclusions. The dust might have fallen
into tiny holes in Ryugu’s surface when the asteroid was
struck by other bodies. 

Alternatively, temperature changes could have result-
ed in an electrostatic force that expelled the dust into
space. Or water might once have existed on Ryugu, and
its evaporation would have carried away the smaller
particles.  There’s another reason to study asteroids:

humankind’s survival could one day depend on it.
Ryugu’s orbit places it mainly between Earth and Mars.
Though it comes close, it’s not thought to pose a danger
to us, but other asteroids could.

If their composition is like Ryugu’s, trying to take
them out with a missile would probably just break them
into smaller rocks still headed toward Earth. One possi-

bility would be to build a large, reflective solar sail and
place it on the asteroid’s surface, so that the pressure
from solar radiation would gradually alter its course,
said Jaumann. Whatever strategy is adopted, he and
other astronomers say it’s clear these small, enigmatic
bodies are of not-so-small importance in our solar
neighborhood. — AFP
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This undated photo courtesy of Jaumann et al, Science 2019, shows a new image taken by the German-French Mobile
Asteroid Surface Scout (MASCOT) on the surface of the near-Earth asteroid Ryugu.  —-AFP


